
AOONUAUTO LAUNCHES LED ENGRAVING
LOGO DOOR SILL ENTRY GATE LIGHT FOR ALL
CAR BRANDS.

customized car lights

led door sill

AoonuAuto customized LED lights are
perfectly designed as per car sizes and
models to make your car Stylish &
Fascinating!

GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG, CHINA,
November 4, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/
-- AoonuAuto(www.aoonuauto.com) is
one of the leading manufacturers and
a well-known brand in the car
accessories industry with 50+ products
and counting. AoonuAuto is all set to
launch LED door sill entry gate lights
and it is one of the best car accessories
which change the whole look of a car
and give a fresh new look. They
manufacture every product with keep
in mind to glam up and make a stylish
car which creates a strong presence
with your car brand. 

Every door sill light comes with black
Finnish which gives the classy look with
a bright embedded LED of all car
brands. It is the first and one of the
most attractive car accessories in
terms of a car interior. They measured
the shape and size of each curve and it
makes sure to provide the accurate
size of their customers. With best in
quality, the brand had entered the list
of the top five most popular brands in
the US market.  

As per the report in the US, the car
accessories market will cross $460
billion by the year 2020. As per the
survey, door sill LED entry gate light is included in the list of most popular car accessories. They
offer only genuine products in their online stores including products like daytime running lights,
LED cup holders, LED lights and many other car accessories, it is one shop for all car accessories.
All the products are priced at its best with on-going discounts or coupons (if applicable) the store
has more than 50+ products for the customers' needs. They manufacture all the car accessories
of the leaders' in-car technology like Volvo, Audi, Mercedes, Land Rover, Tesla, Jeep and many
other reputed car brands, for more detailing on car brand name click here.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.aoonuauto.com
https://aoonuauto.com/collections/led-door-sill
https://aoonuauto.com/collections/lighting-accessories


LED entry light

Things turn around when technology
meets with innovation, the brand
ensured to manufacture those
products which are high on quality and
lower in price without compromising
with the quality. So, thereafter Door sill
entry gate lights are protected and
certified with waterproof rating, IP67
which ensures to survive in any climatic
conditions. The door sill is made up of
Japanese Acrylic and it comes with
seven color options namely red, yellow,
blue, white, green, rose red and multi-
colors. It comes in deep black in color
with high glossy Finnish. The LEDs are
embedded under the original logo of
actual car brand logos which is exactly
the same sign. The measurement of
these logos is carefully measured
which reflects the actual car logo.

The customers install this product in
the front and rear door of the car
series, it marks your presence when
they come out from the car a sense of
strong presence is marked with
passion.

The product comes with anti-corrosion and scratch resistance that ensures its durability for the
long term. Customers claimed the light tone is soft in nature with a good appearance
atmosphere that enhances the beauty of the car interior with multiple light modes. The LEDs
installed are the brightest in its class that is good guidance to find the car door in the dark else it
may cause minor injury by searching the door. These lights are not only limited to any function,
but they can also design according to your requirements. Such as the LED Light Batten can use
into the trunk boot to lighting or you can decorate something else.

In terms of installation, it is easy to install with a few quick steps. It is important to find out the
positive and negative (red wire connects to the positive and black wire connects to the negative)
and install in the correct position as a result press it correctly to fix at a place to install the door
sill light for car. The LED door sill light delivers adequate lighting which enhances the overall look
of the car, it also means the product will last longer and continue to serve customers' cars. They
hired the best engineers and craftsmanship that is an expert to even measure the small detailing
and manufacture the best in class products of AoonuAuto. It gives the advantage to choose the
best and gives a wide range of options to its customers. LED door sill and LED door logo
projector are those two car accessories that are entitled and installed next to each other, that
reflect the car brand logo every time you open the door.

To ensure the smooth performance of the products the store offers one solution for all car
accessories. All products in the store are of the best quality and come with a 30 days refund
policy with a one-year warranty. AoonuAuto is committed to quality service and delivery which
ensures the benefits of the product without any compromises. The brand is proud to
manufacture the topmost car brand accessories which are known for best in class performers in
its class, from German Engineering to the US.  

AoonuAuto(https://aoonuauto.com/) is a company specializing in the manufacture of car

https://aoonuauto.com/collections/led-door-logo-projector/LED-Door-Logo-Projector
https://aoonuauto.com/collections/led-door-logo-projector/LED-Door-Logo-Projector
https://aoonuauto.com/


accessories. In recent years, it has continuously developed and manufactured products to meet
the demands of the people in the field of car decoration.

They are on the constant lookout for the latest technologies, materials, and products to make
sure your car is illuminated the right way. Their factory has the highest quality control standards
in the industry. In addition, AoonuAuto ensure to stay ahead of the industry curve by using the
latest technologies.
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